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ABSTRACT

In this paper we aim to tackle the Cold sub-challenge proposed in
the INTERSPEECH 2017 ComParE Challenge. The goal is to de-
termine whether given speech is under cold condition. In this pa-
per we present two frameworks. One of them is based on an al-
ternative neural network-based autoencoder using two different loss
functions. The first one is the standard reconstruction error used in
unsupervised autoencoder, and the hinge loss (second loss function)
is incorporated into the middle layer to attract utterances spoken by
the same condition into similar identity code spaces. The classifica-
tion is then carried out by comparing the cosine similarity of iden-
tity codes between the target and the mean of cold and non-cold
utterances. With a simple logistic regression combining our method
and the baseline systems predictions, we achieve 65.81% and 66%
UAR on development set and test set provided by 2017 ComParE, re-
spectively. Another approach is based on strength modeling, where
diverse classifiers’ confidence outputs are concatenated to original
feature space as input to the support vector machine. The feature
representations are derived from multiple sub-dictionary within the
framework of GMM Fisher-vector encoding and eGeMAPS func-
tional features concatenating with diverse classifiers. We achieve
70.2% and 65.5% on development and test set provided by 2017
ComPareE, respectively.

Index Terms— cold detection, discriminative autoencoders,
deep neural networks, computational paralinguistics

1. INTRODUCTION

The INTERSPEECH ComParE Challenge series has been introduc-
ing various of unseen problems in the computational paralinguistic
field with well-defined protocol and competitive benchmark, such as
emotion and gender classification [1]. The results can immensely
benefit diverse application domains, assisting our daily life demands
from medical diagnosis (detection of parkinson’s condition [2]) to
law enforcement applications (lie detection [3]) . In this paper we
propose two frameworks aiming to solve the Cold sub-challenge pro-
posed in the INTERSPEECH 2017 ComParE[4], given a corpus con-
sists of speech under UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTION
CORPUS (URTIC) condition, normal health condition needs to be
determined. The discriminative autoencoder framework is motivated
by the work done in speaker verification task [5]. The autoencoder
is a symmetric neural network that is trained to reconstruct its input

Fig. 1. Proposed framework with extracting features and training
discriminative model.

at the output layer through an unsupervised learning fashion and can
learn the most salient and useful representation of the data [6]. It
has been widely applied to many speech processing tasks, includ-
ing but not limited to speech enhancement [7], speech dereverbera-
tion [8, 9], and reverberant speech recognition [10]. In our work not
only the output reconstruction is considered but also focus on the
middlemost layer where identity codes (i-codes) are produced, de-
siring to attract utterances spoken by the same condition into similar
identity code spaces, using a modified hinge-like error function.

Another strategy to enhance the recognition and robustness is to
use a fusion scheme. The combination of complementary modalities
offers important information for sophisticated classification tasks.
The concept of sub-dictionary inspired by [11] is used for discrim-
inative sub-feature sets generation that could be incorporated using
the state-of-the-art fusion strategy. In addition to the conventional
fusion approaches, a hierarchical feature fusion framework was pro-
posed in [12] which exploits not only the feature level but decision
level with discriminative power. Recently, a newly proposed scheme,
strength model, provides another fusion perspective for further im-
provement [13]. A multiple-classifier structure shows that each dif-
ferent subset of features could be combined with respect to their cor-
responding optimal classifier [14]. Hence, we integrate the GMM
sub-dictionary fisher-vector and eGeMAPS functional features by
means of the strength model and optimize each sub-dictionary and
feature set with different classifiers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 and 3 we introduce the proposed discriminative autoencoders with
detailed explanation of the objective functions and strength modeling
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Fig. 2. Discriminative autoencoder architecture.

with various learning and fusion methods. The experimental results
are given in Section 4, Section 5 concludes with discussions and
future prospect.

2. DISCRIMINATIVE AUTOENCODER

To train the model we explore two ways which are illustrated in
Figure 1. First we exploit the frame-wise approach by extracting
MFCC features and train the model frame by frame with reconstruc-
tion loss and hinge loss function. The prediction is then made by
simply compare the mean of i-codes within an utterance to the total
average of cold utterances and non-cold utterances, respectively. An-
other approach uses i-vectors [15], a popular method in the field of
speaker recognition which represents variable-length speech signals
by fixed-length tokens while preserving the speaker characteristics.
The rest of training and scoring procedure is the same as frame-wise
approach. The reconstruction function Eq 1 and hinge loss function
Eq 2 are applied to the X ′ andHi illustrated in Fig 2, respectively.

2.1. The reconstruction error

Our proposed discriminative model contains a pair of learned trans-
formation functions f(·) and g(·) as encoder and decoder, respec-
tively. The encoder projects input to a latent space H, and the de-
coder tries to reconstruct the input from the latent space codes. Given
a set of training data X the model will go through the reconstruction

procedure X f−→ H g−→ X ′, the average reconstruction error comes
from the residual sum of squares between inputs x ∈ X and its re-
constructed outputs x′ = g(f(x)), denoted in Eq 1 where |X | is the
sample size.

Lr(x, x
′) =

1

|X |
∑
x∈X

‖x− x′‖2 (1)

2.2. The hinge loss function

We then focus on the middlemost layer whereHi andHr lie within.
TheHr part contains content other than the target information we de-
sired, hence this residual part is not in our concern. The objective of
our loss function is to attract utterances that belong to the same class
into similar region in the code space, where similarity is measured
by the inner product of two Hi codes. Moreoever, we only target at
the pairs that have ambiguous similarity, and the hinge-style margin
threshold is therefore introduced to the loss function. For positive

pairs only the ones that have inner products below the positive mar-
gin will contribute to the error otherwise they are set to zero, and
vice versa.

Lh(Hi) =
1

|Hi|
∑

h,h′∈Hi

(max(0,mp − h) +max(0, h′ −mn))2

(2)
where |Hi| is the sample size, h and h′ are the inner products of

i-code pairs that belong to the same class and different class respec-
tively, mp and mn is the margin size for identical pairs and distinct
pairs.

3. STRENGTH MODELING

3.1. Sub-Dictionary Learning

A sub-dictionary strategy aims at expanding feature space with cat-
egorical discriminative power. Conventionally, the dictionary learn-
ing method mainly depends on the unsupervised learning using low
level descriptors trained on the entire training set. Detailed discrim-
inative characteristics would be neglected when considering such a
general scheme of representational learning with respect to all the
samples. Thus, we specify sub-dictionaries with pre-defined crite-
ria , including label-derived and unsupervised-clustered approaches.
For our binary classification task, two categories containing Cold
and No-Cold are specified referring to the true label. Additionally,
k-means as an unsupervised clustering to provide another mean for
splitting the data into two categories for sub-dictionary learning. We
adopt GMM as probability distribution based dictionary with its ca-
pability of soft clustering assignment. In the end, we derive a gen-
eral GMM, cold-specific GMM, no-cold-specific GMM, and two
unsupervised-specific GMMs.

3.2. Fisher Encoding

Fisher vector, originated from image recognition community, also
shows competitive accuracies in many computational paralinguistics
analyses tasks [16]. The use of GMM-FV encoding has the advan-
tage of being both a generative and discriminative model. If the
low-level acoustic feature set is denoted by X = {xt, t = 1...T}
with D dimensions and the set of parameters of GMM is λ =
{wi, µi,Σi, i = 1...K} where wi , µi and Σi are correspond to the
zeroth (weight), first (mean vector) and second (covariance matrix)
statistics for each mixture of Gaussian, respectively. Then, the fisher
vector is formed by concatenating the gradient of first and second
derivatives and neglect the zeroth moment. Hence, the final feature
is a 2×K ×D super vector.

3.3. Fusion

3.3.1. Strength Model

A novel hierarchical fusion framework, strength model, is proposed
to jointly obtain the potential of feature level and decision level
fusion. The effectiveness and robustness of using strength model
has been shown to achieve the state-of-the-art performances. [13].
Methodologically, the decision scores from multiple modalities will
be stacked up with multiple feature descriptors which act as a new
input of the other classifier[17]. To compute decision scores, we
use four well-known classifiers, namely support vector machine, ad-
aboost, random forest, and naive bayes, anticipating that the vari-
ous classifiers can provide different perspectives to the classification
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Fig. 3. Experimental results containing single models and fusion
combinations.

problem. Then multiple feature vectors trained by using different
specific GMMs are jointly concatenated constituting our final fea-
ture.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Since the official dataset contains 9505 training data and 9596 devel-
oping data with highly unbalanced ratio between Cold(C) and No-
cold(NC) instances, for the discriminative model training, we repeat-
edly copy the C data to match the amount of NC data since the neural
network favors a larger training data. As for the strength modeling,
we downsample the NC data randomly to amount of cold data for
feasible and effective experiment conduction. For ease of reproduc-
tivity, all the results are implemented by open-source toolkits. The
low-level descriptors (LLD) are extracted through standard openS-
MILE [18] configurations. Meanwhile, we use scikit-learn [19] for
GMM modeling and other classifiers might be applied in the follow-
ing works. The metric used for assessing the Cold sub-challenge is
Unweighted Average Recall (i.e. mean recall on both classes).

4.1. Discriminative Autoencoder

4.1.1. Experimental setup

For the frame-wise approach, speech parameters were represented
by a 60 dimensional feature vector of Mel-frequency cepstral co-
efficients (MFCCs) extracted with open-source toolkit librosa [20],
with the frame length of 128 ms and the frame shift of 32 ms. For
the utterance-wise approach, an UBM consisting of 2,048 Gaussian
components with diagonal covariance matrices, the total variability
model (i-vectors) with rank 600, were trained on the official training
dataset by open-source toolkit Kaldi [21]. Additionally, we also in-
corporate 6373 dimensional openSMILE feature vector used by the
official baseline for comparison.

For model that achieves the best score on developing set, the
number of nodes in the i-code and noise layer are both 100. There
are two hidden layers each with 256 nodes. We initialize the weights
with the Glorot uniformly distribution which is fit for the tanh acti-
vation function [22]. For the optimizer we use adaptive estimates of
lower-order moments algorithm Adam to update the model parame-
ters [23], with the initial learning rate of 1e-4.

Fig. 4. Scatter plot of the results by t-SNE for MFCC and i-vector
features.

4.1.2. Results

We compare the result of three features on the discriminative model,
denoted as ”Hinge” in Figure 3, along with further experiments of
two additional methods and a fusion approach. For the first method,
denoted as ”Hinge+NN”, a fully-connected neural network with
softmax output layer is trained with the i-codes extracted by the
model and directly predicts the utterance labels. We can see some
improvement on openSMILE feature. Secondly, we swap the i-code
layer with a two-nodes softmax layer, which directly output class
predictions. For this approach we need further study on the results.
Finally we concatenate the probability outputs of various methods
including baseline system given by the organizers to feature vectors
and train a simple logistic regressor to make the final prediction. Two
combinations are denoted as ”Hinge+B” as Hinge+NN fusion with
two baseline system and Hinge+S+B”, as we combine the second
method mentioned above with ”Hinge+B” fusion.

Finally, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model,
we visualize the i-codes of MFCC and i-vector on developing set
be embedded into a 2-dimensional plane by t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) in Figure 4, where (a)(c) and (b)(d)
show the raw input features and i-codes, respectively.

4.2. Sub-Dictionary Strength Modeling

4.2.1. Feature Set Comparison

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of ComParE16,
eGeMAPs in this task. Both feature sets have been preprocessed by
feature-level z-score normalization beforehand, and then the stan-
dard support vector machine is used as the final binary classifier.
From table 2, we observed that although with much fewer dimen-
sions than Compare16, eGeMAPs can still achieve competitive ac-
curacy on the dataset. However, Compare2016 still achieves the
highest recognition rate, and hence, the following discussions will
be based on this feature set.

4.2.2. Sub-Dictionary baseline results

To evaluate discriminative capability in this binary classification task
for each sub-dictionaries, we take each at a time for Fisher-vector
encodings. From table 3, we can conclude with some observa-
tions: first, all sub-dictionaries outperform the general dataset. Since
URTIC is a large and complex database composed by many differ-
ent people, the method we proposed provides a more detailed view
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Table 1. Fusion results: Results of different fusion schemes on 2000 balance sampled development set; Gen: General, C:Cold, NC: No Cold,
eGs: eGeMAPs, usvA: Unsupervised cluster 1, usvB:Unsupervised cluster 2, Ada: Adaboost; Feature levels and decision levels are separated
by a single slash in strength modeling.

Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5

Decision Level Fusion

0.667 0.664 0.664 0.663 0.661

usvB(64,Ada)+
usvA(32,Ada)

usvB(64,Ada)+
usvB(64,SVM)+

usvA(32,Ada)

usvB(64,Ada)+
usvA(32,Ada)

usvB(64,Ada) usvB(64,SVM)

Feature Level Fusion

0.684 0.683 0.682 0.681 0.677
gen(32)+C(16)+
usvB(32)+eGs

NC(32)+usvB(16)+
eGs

C(16)+usvB(32)+ eGs
usvA(16)+usvB(32)+

eGs
gen(64)+C(16)+

usv(32)+eGs
Strength Model

0.702 0.700 0.699 0.697 0.697
gen(32)+C(16)+usvB(32)/
gen(64,Ada)+C(16,Ada)+

usvA(32,Ada)+
usvB(64,Ada)+ eGs

gen(32)+C(16)+usvB(32)/
usvB(16,Ada)+

usvB(64,Ada)+eGs

gen(32)+C(16)+usvB(32)/
usvA(32,Ada)+

usvB(64,Ada)+eGs

gen(32)+C(16)+usvB(32)/
gen(16,Ada)+

usvA(32,Ada)+
usvB(32,Ada)+eGs

gen(32)+C(16)+usvB(32)/
gen(16,Ada)+

usvA(32,Ada)+
usvB(64,Ada)+eGs

Table 2. Baselines system: Comparison of feature sets under differ-
ent SVM parameters; C: Complexity parameter of SVM

C ComPare 16 eGeMAPs

10 0.591 0.598
1 0.591 0.604

10−1 0.591 0.612
10−2 0.590 0.604
10−3 0.600 0.624
10−4 0.623 0.623
10−5 0.629 0.613
10−6 0.609 0.613

on the specific characteristics of the dataset. Second, Cold sub-
dictionary is better than No-Cold. It may be due to the fact that
the patterns of voice characteristics for cold people are more dis-
tinctive, and our sub-dictionary takes advantage of this in improving
the results. In the last, we observe that using unsupervised cluster-
ing method actually achieves the highest recognition accuracy. This
implies that the perspective provided as output of an unsupervised
clustering may possess a different information on the data compared
to using just the labels for sub-dictionary training in this task.

4.2.3. Fusion Scheme

On the purpose of integrating information of distinct modalities, we
evaluate both decision level fusion and feature level fusion in the ex-
periments. A hierarchical and logistic design is used to obtain the op-
timal fusion strategy. As illustrated in Table 1, the top five outcomes
decision scores are shown. The unsupervised cluster 2 (usvB) domi-
nates the decision level results. Feature level fusion provides another
insight into the integration of these five dictionaries and functional
descriptors. Mixture numbers of 32 and 64 are used for general dic-
tionary learning and 16, 32 for the rest. Different combinations can
all achieve 0.68 UAR on the development set. It shows that feature
level fusion is more advantageous than decision level fusion.

Table 3. Sub-dictionary baselines: The best prediction results for
each sub dictionary only encoding; General:whole data set without
segmentation, usvA:unsupervised cluster A, unsupervised cluster B

General Cold No-Cold usvA usvB

0.659 0.666 0.663 0.67 0.686

Finally, by means of the decision score fusion scheme, the most
favorable classifier will be selected from each dictionary to obtain
the decision score to be used in the strength modeling. Thus, we
specify the feature combination to be used in the strength model,
i.e., gen(32)+C(16)+usvB(32)+eGs, as a consequence from our em-
pirical observation that achieves the highest performance in feature
level fusion. On the basis of the pre-specified combination, we ex-
amine the effectiveness of decision scores with appropriate classifier
and corresponding optimal parameters. The best accuracy achieved
on the development set is 70.2%, and the test set accuracy is 65.5%.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this task, given the data with no more information other than the
class labels, the problem can be challenging. With our proposed dis-
criminative autoencoder, a simple light-weight neural network with
60 dimensional MFCC feature can achieve baseline level accuracy
on the developing set, with more time on fine-tuning the model pa-
rameters. The framework demonstrates promising potential. Be-
sides, the strength model along with the sub-dictionary technique
and eGeMAPS feature set introduces a distinctive insight and con-
vincing results. In the future, an optimistic performance can be
anticipated by examining feasible features and sophisticated sub-
dictionary partition criterion.
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